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Abstract—This paper presents a new approach to treat reactive power (VAr) planning problem using multi-objective evolutionary algorithms. Specifically, Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA) and Multi-Objective Particle Swarm Optimization (MOPSO) approaches have been developed and successfully applied. The overall problem is formulated as a nonlinear constrained multi-objective optimization problem. Minimizing the total incurred cost and maximizing the amount of Available Transfer Capability (ATC) are defined as the main objective functions. The proposed approaches have been successfully tested on IEEE 14 bus system. As a result a wide set of optimal solutions known as Pareto set is obtained and encouraging results show the superiority of the proposed approaches and confirm their potential to solve such a large scale multi-objective optimization problem.

I. INTRODUCTION

OPTIMAL VAr expansion problem involves allocation and determination of the types and sizes of the new installed reactive sources in order to optimize an objective function while satisfying system operation constraints. This problem has been solved using optimization methods with different objective functions. Zhang et al., in [1] reviewed various objectives, constraints and algorithms of VAr planning problem. Most of the mentioned works do not consider voltage security constraints, system operation and investment costs in an integrated formulation. An integrated formulation for voltage security VAr planning problem considering the investment costs is presented in the previous work of the authors in [2]. The proposed problem is a large-scale nonlinear mixed integer programming which has been solved by some meta-heuristic techniques.

The main objective of the proposed optimal VAr expansion problem is to minimize total cost, while satisfying desired system security constraints during normal and contingency states. Total cost includes installation costs of new installed VAr devices and operation costs. To maintain desired system security level, corrective and preventive controls are utilized to mitigate voltage collapse and load shedding. To minimize the investment cost, a combination of cheap and expensive devices concerning their performances is proposed. Fast devices which are expensive are used during corrective control to quickly return the system back to stable operation point. Then, other slow devices which are cheaper are utilized during preventive control. Details of the experiments on this problem can be found in [2].

Meanwhile, installation of FACTS devices is proved to improve Available Transfer Capability (ATC). ATC is defined as a measure of the transfer capability in the physical transmission network for transfers for future commercial activities over already committed uses [3]. As a result, power suppliers will benefit from more market opportunities with less congestion and enhanced power system security. In other hands, because of tight restrictions on the constructions of new facilities due to economic, environmental and social problems, it is important to ascertain the optimal allocation of new installed VAr devices. Recently, various heuristic methods have been adopted to enhance ATC by installing optimum number of FACTS devices [4, 5].

Several methods for optimal allocation of VAr devices to minimize total cost and maximize ATC has been proposed but to the best knowledge of the authors, an integrated formulation to find simultaneously the optimal solution considering both objective functions has not been reported. To do so, the single objective VAr planning problem introduced in [2], is upgraded and enhanced to a multi objective optimization problem. Total cost of VAr allocation and the amount of ATC are defined as the objective functions in this paper.

Optimizing several objective functions simultaneously which are sometimes even non-commensurable and conflicting with each other, is done by multi objective optimization methods. These methods are able to find multiple optimal solutions rather than only one local optimal solution. Multi-objective optimization algorithms are mainly categorized as classical and evolutionary algorithms [6]. Recent studies on evolutionary algorithms have shown that these algorithms can be efficiently used to overcome most of the drawbacks of classical methods. Due to their nice feature of population based search, multiple Pareto optimal solutions can be obtained by multi-objective optimization algorithms.
can be found in one simulation run.

It can be seen that recently evolutionary multi-objective optimization methods have been used in solving various power system problems [7-10]. In this paper, Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA) and Multi Objective Particle Swarm Optimization (MOPSO) are used to solve the multi-objective VAr expansion problem and the results are compared.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the problem formulation and the objective functions. Section 3 introduces the proposed approaches and the solution algorithms. Section 4 is devoted to simulation results and illustrates the simulation results on IEEE 14 bus system.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. VAR planning problem

The proposed VAr expansion problem aims to find the optimal allocation and combination of VAr sources during the planning horizon. To procure the exact cost of the VAr expansion plan, all system transitions states are considered and corrective/preventive controls are utilized to maintain desired system security constraints during normal and contingency states. Reactive power controls during corrective/preventive control states are those by generators, LTC transformer taps and new installed fast and slow VAr sources. Load shedding is also considered during control states when other controls are not sufficient enough to return the system back to its normal operation point. Total cost is defined as the summation of system operation costs, investment cost of the new installed VAr sources and the cost of load shedding.

The main objective function is to minimize the total cost and may be formulated as (1).

Minimize: \( F_{\text{total}} = CRF \cdot F_{\text{inst}} + F_{\text{op}} \)  
Subject to:

1) Investment constraints
2) Operation constraints (Load flow constraints) [2]

\[ CRF = \frac{ir(1 + ir)^D}{(1 + ir)^D - 1} \]  
\[ F_{\text{inst}} = \sum_{i=1}^{m} (\mu_{\text{SVC}} c_{\text{SVC}} + \mu_{\text{SC}} c_{\text{SC}}) \]  
\[ F_{\text{op}} = \left(1 - \sum_{s=1}^{S} \alpha^{(s)}\right) F_{A} + \sum_{s=1}^{S} \alpha^{(s)} \left( F_{C}^{(s)} + F_{D}^{(s)} \right) \]

The operating cost \( (F_{\text{op}}) \) is the summation of expected costs of base case \( (F_{A}) \), corrective \( (F_{C}) \) and preventive \( (F_{D}) \) control states during normal and contingency situations and is formulated as follows.

It is assumed that the system is in normal operation state with minimum operation cost and desired security levels. After contingency \( k \) happens with probability \( \alpha \), corrective and preventive controls are utilized to return the system back to the desired secure operation point. If contingency \( k \) causes negative load margin, the fast devices in corrective state react to move the system into a voltage-secure operating point. Controls in this state consist of fast control devices and load shedding which are expensive. After the fast corrective control, voltages may be violated and load margins are too small, and then the preventive control is activated to obtain adequate load margin. Slow devices, as well as fast devices, can be utilized during preventive control in this state. Utilization of such a corrective/preventive control would guarantee the reliability of the system operation.

Detailed explanations of the sub-optimization problems and procurement of control costs during corrective and preventive controls are explained in [2].

B. ATC problem

The basic idea in the ATC calculation is to determine the maximum amount of power that a transmission system can transport, in addition to the already committed transmission services without the violation of transmission constraints for a given set of system conditions [3]. Based on the ATC definition, it can be formulated as an optimization problem as follows to maximize the value of \( \lambda \).

Maximize \( \lambda \)  
Subject to \( f(x, \lambda) = y_{d}(x) + \lambda y_{d} - g(x) = 0 \)

\[ y_{\lambda} \leq y_{i} \leq y_{\lambda} \quad i = 1, \ldots, n \]
\[ Q_{\lambda} \leq Q_{i} \leq Q_{\lambda} \quad i \in S_{r} \]
\[ P_{\lambda} \leq P_{i} \leq P_{\lambda} \quad i \in S_{r} \]
\[ P_{\lambda} \leq P_{j} \leq P_{\lambda} \quad i = 1, \ldots, n, j = 1, \ldots, n, i \neq j \]

The ATC between two areas or two points can be calculated, by appropriate specification of \( y_{d} \) according to the above mentioned formulation.
III. MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION

Many real world problems involve simultaneous optimization of several objective functions. Generally, these objective functions are non-commensurable and often conflicting. Multi-objective optimization with such conflicting objective functions give rise to a set of optimal solutions, instead of one optimal solution. The reason for the optimality of many solutions is that no one can be considered to be better than any other with respect to all objective functions. These optimal solutions are known as Pareto-optimal solutions. A set of Pareto solutions is called Pareto set and its image on the objective space is called Pareto-front [6].

To solve multi-objective optimization problems, several methods have been proposed. Evolutionary algorithms mimic natural evolutionary principles to constitute search and optimization process. GA, Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA) and Multi-objective PSO (MOPSO) are main multi-objective evolutionary optimization methods. A comparison of several multi-objective evolutionary optimization methods is addressed in [12]. In this paper, SPEA and MOPSO are used to solve the proposed optimization problem and explained in the following sub-section.

A. Multi-objective Particle Swarm Optimization (MOPSO)

PSO is a kind of evolutionary algorithm, which is basically developed through simulation of swarms such as flock of birds or fish schooling [13]. Similar to evolutionary algorithms, PSO conducts searches using a population of random generated particles, corresponding to individuals (agents). An important difference between PSO and evolutionary algorithm is the fact that PSO allows individuals to benefit from their past experiences whereas in an evolutionary algorithm, normally the current population is the only “memory” used by the individuals. Each particle is a candidate solution to the optimization problem which, has its own position and velocity represented as \( x \) and \( v \).

Searching procedure by PSO can be described as follows: a flock of agents optimizes an objective function. Each agent knows its best value \( (p_j) \), while the best value in the group \( (p_{j/g}) \) is also known. New position and velocity of each agent is calculated using current position and best values \( p_j \) and \( p_{j/g} \) as below:

\[
v_{j}^{t+1} = w v_{j}^{t} + c_1 r_1 (p_{j}^{t} - x_{j}^{t}) + c_2 r_2 (p_{j/g}^{t} - x_{j}^{t}) \tag{7}
\]

\[
x_{j}^{t+1} = x_{j}^{t} + v_{j}^{t+1} \tag{8}
\]

Where, \( w \) is called inertia weight; \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) are random numbers between 0 and 1; \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) are called cognitive and social parameter respectively and are two positive constants between 1 and 2.

In MOPSO, a set of non-dominated solutions must replace the single global best individual in the standard single objective PSO case. In addition there may be no single local best individual for each particle of the swarm. Choosing the global and local best to guide the swarm particles becomes nontrivial task in multi-objective domain. There exist several methods which suggest different approaches to find the best guides for each particle in the swarm. In this paper, sigma method which has been reported as a successful technique for two objective function optimization problems is used [14].

This method was proposed by Mostaghim and Teich to find the best local guide for each particle [14]. In this method, first a value \( \sigma_i \) is assigned to each point with the coordinates of \((f_{i1},f_{i2})\) in which all the points on the line \( f_2=af_1 \) have the same value of \( \sigma_i \). \( \sigma_i \) is defined as follows:

\[
\sigma_i = \frac{f_{i1}^2 - f_{i2}^2}{f_{i1}^2 + f_{i2}^2} \tag{9}
\]

Therefore, all the points on the line \( f_2=af_1 \) have the same values as \( \sigma_i=(1-a)/(1+a) \).

Using the basic idea of Sigma method and by considering the objective space, finding the best local guide \((p_{j/g})\) among the archive members for the particle \( j \) of the population is as follows:

In the first step, the value \( \sigma_k \) is assigned to each particle \( k \) in the archive. In the second step, \( \sigma_i \) for the particle \( j \) of the population is calculated. For each particle \( j \), the archive member \( k \) which its \( \sigma_k \) has the minimum distance to \( \sigma_j \) is selected as the best local guide for particle \( j \) during iteration \( i \) \((p_{j/g}^{i}=x_k)\). In the case of two-dimensional objective space, difference between the sigma values of two particles indicates the distance between them; in the case of m-dimensional objective space, the m-Euclidian distance between the sigma values is considered as the distance between the particles. When \( \sigma \) values of two particles are close to each other, it means that the particles are on two lines which are close to each other. Figure 1 shows how the best local guide can be found among the archive members for each particle of the population for a two dimensional objective space.

![Figure 1: Finding the best local guide using Sigma method](image)

Figure 2, depicts the flowchart of the proposed MOPSO. Function Update, updates the archive members by removing
the dominated members and keeping the non-dominated ones. Selecting the global best particle (\( p_i^{\text{gb}} \)) for each particle is done in \textit{Find\_global\_best} using Sigma method. Based on dominancy concept, the local best particle (\( p_i^l \)) for each particle is updated by the function \textit{Find\_local\_best} in each iteration. \( p_i^l \) is like a memory for the particle \( i \) and keeps the non-dominated (best) position of the particle \( i \). If neither \( p_i^l \) nor particle \( i \) dominates each other, local best particle can be either of them, which is usually selected by random.

\[
A^{t+1} = \text{Update}(P^t, A^t)
\]

\[
X^{t+1} = X^t + v^{t+1}
\]

\[
v^{t+1} = wv^t + c_1r_1(p^t - X^t) + c_2r_2(p^{\text{gb}} - X^t)
\]

B. \textit{Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA)}

Dominance is an important concept in multi-objective optimization. In case of a two-objective minimization problem (\( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \)), \( f_1 \) is said to dominate \( f_2 \) if no component of \( f_1 \) is greater than the corresponding component of \( f_2 \) and at least one component is smaller. Accordingly, we can say that a solution \( x_j \) dominates \( x_2 \), if \( f(x_j) \) dominates \( f(x_2) \). A set of optimal solutions in the decision space which are not dominated by other solutions, is called Pareto set and its image on the objective space is called Pareto-front [6]. Figure 3 illustrates the main concept of Pareto optimality for sample two-objective min-min and min-max problems.

SPEA uses a mixture of established techniques and new techniques in order to find multiple Pareto optimal solutions [15]. In SPEA, first of all an initial random population is generated and an empty external Pareto optimal set is created. Second, the external Pareto set is updated by adding new non-dominated solutions and removing the dominated ones. If the number of individuals in the extended Pareto set exceeds the defined maximum size, the size is reduced by clustering. Clustering methods are incorporated to reduce the Pareto set. However the goal is not only to prune a given set but rather to generate a representative subset which maintains the characteristics of the original set. Hierarchical clustering method is used in this paper [15]. Then after, the fitness values of all population and external Pareto set members are calculated. The fitness of the external Pareto set members which is called Strength is the number of dominated individuals divided by the number of populations plus one. It can be seen that strength of each Pareto member is proportional to the number of individuals covered by it. The fitness of population members is defined as the sum of the strengths of all external Pareto solutions by which it is covered plus one. Figures 4.(a) and 4.(b) show the values of strengths and fitness’s for two-objective min-min and min-max optimization cases, respectively.
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\textit{Figure 3: Main concept of Pareto optimality}

\textit{Figure 2: Flowchart of the proposed Multi-objective Particle Swarm Optimization (MOPSO)}
Mating pool is created based on a selection algorithm from the combination of population and external set individuals. Two random individuals are selected and the better one in terms of its fitness value is copied to the mating pool. Crossover and mutation operators are applied to the mating pool and the population for the next iteration is generated. Figure 5 shows the flowchart of the proposed SPEA.

![Figure 5: Flowchart of Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA)](image)

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

To validate the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, it has been examined on IEEE-14 bust system. The parameters used for the system are given in [2]. The life period of VAr devices \((Dy)\) and the interest rate \((ir)\) are assumed to be 10 years and 0.04, respectively.

Considering the upper and lower limit of the capacity of the VAr devices and also type of each device, the structure of the population is defined as figure 6. Each individual \((X_i)\) which is considered to be a solution for the problem consists of two parts including the allocation data of slow and fast VAr devices. The value of each cell is the capacity of the VAr device which is scheduled to be installed. By this arrangement candidate buses for slow and fast VAr resources can be determined independently. The capacities of slow and fast devices are assumed discrete numbers between 0 and 0.3 which the step size is 0.02. Population size is considered as 40.

One point crossover is used and the probabilities of crossover and mutation operators are assumed 0.8 and 0.05, respectively. Proper parameter initialization leads to better convergence and variety in optimal Pareto front solutions.

![Figure 6: Structure of the population](image)

Before VAr expansion, the amount of ATC and total system costs were 0.489 and 655.1*10^4$, respectively. High total cost is due to the load shedding which is carried out instead of VAr expansion to mitigate voltage collapse.

Table 1 shows the installation pattern of SVC and SC devices for some of the optimal Pareto solutions. The number inside \(()\) indicates the capacity of the installed device in the candidate bus. For example 9(0.02) means that a 0.02pu VAr device is installed at bus number 9. The value of ATC is in per unit and indicates the amount of ATC from bus 2 to bus 12 for all installation patterns. Total cost is in 10^4$ and includes installation and operations costs.

As shown in table 1, when the value of ATC increases, the total cost also increases. Here, the main objective is to minimize total cost and maximize ATC. To ease the decision making process, a set of optimal solutions rather than only one solution is presented. Figure 7 illustrates the Pareto optimal front after 300 iterations obtained by MOPSO and SPEA methods. It can be seen that SPEA results in better Pareto front compare to MOPSO.
TABLE I
INSTALLATION PATTERN OF PARETO OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SVC</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>ATC</th>
<th>Total Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12(0.24),13(0.1)</td>
<td>11(0.08)</td>
<td>0.711</td>
<td>91.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12(0.24),13(0.16)</td>
<td>11(0.1),14(0.18)</td>
<td>0.765</td>
<td>103.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12(0.26),14(0.23)</td>
<td>11(0.18),13(0.2)</td>
<td>0.789</td>
<td>109.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12(0.28),13(0.21)</td>
<td>11(0.2),13(0.22)</td>
<td>0.803</td>
<td>111.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12(0.28),14(0.23)</td>
<td>13(0.26),14(0.28)</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td>132.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12(0.3),14(0.26)</td>
<td>11(0.28),14(0.3)</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td>147.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Pareto optimal solutions after 300 iterations

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, VAr expansion problem is treated as a min-max multi-objective optimization problem with two objective functions: (1) total cost including investment and operation costs, (2) amount of ATC. Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA) and Multi Objective Particle Swarm Optimization (MOPSO) are used to solve the problem. Solutions of the optimization problem simultaneously enhance the amount of ATC, reduce the installation and operation costs, and mitigate any system security constraints violation under normal and contingency states.

The proposed approach has been successfully tested on IEEE 14 bus test system. The results indicate that the proposed evolutionary approaches are efficient for solving the multi objective VAr expansion problem where multiple Pareto optimal solutions can be found in one simulation run.

As future work, developing some Fuzzy rules to find the best compromised solution is suggested.
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